




































parts   inside   it.   Pressures,   temperatures,   mass   flows, 
vibrations, power output. These properties all need to be 
controlled in order to run the gas turbine optimally. And 
in   order   for   the   operator   to   make   the   necessary 
adjustments, sensors inside the gas turbine are needed to 
monitor said properties.
As   the   industry  drives   towards  higher   efficiencies   and 
lower emissions,   the accuracy of   these sensor  readings 
inside the gas turbine become more and more important. 
The objective  of   this   thesis   then,  was   to   see  how  this 
accuracy could be improved by the use of autoassociative 
neural networks (AANN), which is a kind of noise filter.














noisy   measurements,   and   then   comparing   both   the 









use   of   a   software  which   can  model   gas   turbines   and 
calculate   theoretical   properties   for   various   theoretical 
scenarios.   Noise   was   then   added   to   these   noise   free 
measurements  in order  to emulate the real  gas turbine. 
And with that, two sets of measurements were available: 
One set  of noisy measurements,  and one set  of perfect 
measurements.
With the use of the MATLAB neural network toolbox, 
these   sets   of   measurements   were   used   to   test   the 









For   some  parameters,   the  AANN achieved   very   good 





these   examples   only   had   two­three   parameters;   few 
enough to visualize in graphs (2­ and 3 dimensional).





principle  could  apply   to  measurements   that  have  more 
than   three   parameters   as   well,   which   means   that   an 












This   report   represents   the final  product of   the author's 
master thesis, which concludes a two year Masters degree 
in   structural   and  material   science   at   the  University  of 
Stavanger, Norway. The latter part of this Masters degree 
was centered around energy applications, and one of the 









It  has  been  a  nice   learning experience  with regards   to 












of  paragraphs,   indicating   that   these   particular   lines   or 
paragraphs   consist   of   information   interpreted   directly 
from   the   references   given.   In   two   instances,   the 
references   have   been   added   directly   to   the   headline, 
meaning   those   sources   heavily   influence   those 
subchapters.












And   finally,   thanks   to   fellow   student   Linn   Noomi 



















































































Here   are   included   symbols,   abbreviations   and   selected 
words/phrases used in this report that might be unfamiliar 























































their   components.   These   can   be   temperature   sensors, 
pressure   sensors,  mass   flow  sensors,   etc.  While   a   gas 
turbine is running, these sensors are vital to ensure the 
operator   (human   or   automatic)   runs   the   gas   turbine 
within its specifications. The drive to higher efficiency is 
also   raising   the   pressures   and   temperatures   in   gas 
turbines,   which   further   increases   the   challenge   to 
accurate sensor measurements.
For  this  thesis,   the gas turbine in question is  a Turbec 
T100 CHP. It is a microturbine; a small gas turbine which 
can produce (in this case) 100 kW of electricity and more 
than 150 kW of heat   through an exhaust   to water heat 
exchanger.
Microturbines such as the Turbec T100 CHP are designed 
to  work   on   autopilot   while   directly   connected   to   the 
commercial power grid. A process that requires accurate 
sensor measurements for the controls to run the system 
optimally.   Such   accurate   measurements   in   the   hot 
components   of   gas   turbines   (including   combustion 
diagnostics)   are   recognized   as   a   major   need   for   the 
assessment of engine component health and performance. 
And   considering   the   relatively   small   scale   of   a 
microturbine,   these measurements  will  also need   to  be 
economical.
There already exist  simple linear   filters  in  the form of 
mathematical algorithms, which provide excellent noise 
reduction   for   industrial   applications,   but   they   do   have 
certain limitations.[11] It would therefore be interesting to 
investigate other options.
Using   measurements   from   the   Turbec   T100   CHP 
microturbine,  it  should be possible to train an artificial 









any  measurement  noise.  By adding  white  noise   to   the 
data, one obtains a set of noisy data, which will represent 
the  real  sensor data one could expect  from the Turbec 
T100 CHP.
These  clean  and  real  data  provide   the   author  with   an 
opportunity   to   estimate   how  much   noise   reduction   an 
AANN can  provide   to  gas   turbine   sensors.  By  simply 
checking   the  difference  between   the  clean  and  filtered 





















more   detail   the   design   of   the   Turbec   T100   CHP. 
Hopefully, this will provide readers who are not familiar 
with   gas   turbines,   or   perhaps   are   in   need   of   a   short 
reminder, with enough insight  to follow the rest of  the 
report.  A  thorough understanding  of   the  Turbec  might 
also   be   important   for   constructing   and   analyzing   the 
AANN model later.
An introduction to artificial neural networks then follows, 
presenting   the   theory  on  which   the   computer  program 











A   simple   gas   turbine   design   consists   of   three   main 
components;   compressor,   combustion   chamber   and 










at   ideally   constant   pressure   (there   is   however   always 
some   pressure   loss   due   to   friction).   This   added   heat 



























Restrictions   to   maximum   temperature   are   a   result   of 
material   properties,   while   restrictions   to   the   pressure 
ratio depends on the size of the compressor and turbine.
Because   the   compression,   combustion   and   expansion 







generator.  Different   applications   for  gas   turbines  mean 




gas   turbine  with   recuperator   should   be  mentioned.   In 
illustration 4, it can be seen how the exhaust leaving the 












recuperator,   notice   how   the   temperature   leaving   the 
turbine   is   higher   than   the   temperature   going   into   the 
compressor   (several  hundred degrees   in   fact).  Utilizing 
this excess heat  will   increase the thermal  efficiency of 
the system considerably. This can be done by for example 
using  a   recuperator,   combining   the  gas   turbine  with   a 
steam turbine, or simply heating up water.
    1.1.1 Compressor
There are  two kinds of  compressors  being used  in gas 


















particular   rotational   speed.[1]  Axial  compressors  on  the 
other hand offer the potential for higher pressure ratios, 
and higher mass flows with the same size air inlet area.
The   centrifugal   compressor   consists   of   a   stationary 
casing and a rotating impeller. Air is drawn in through 
the   impeller  eye,  and  accelerated  outward   to   the   fixed 




the  T­S   diagram   in   illustration   7   shows  how pressure 
rises   through   the   centrifugal   compressor.   Stage   1 
indicates the impeller eye, stage 2 the impeller tip, and 
stage 3 the diffuser. Over the impeller there is produced a 
rise   in   both   static   and   dynamic   pressure,   while   the 
diffuser converts some of the extra dynamic pressure to 




stator   blades.   Rotor   blades   accelerate   the   air   with 
mechanical energy, while stator blades decelerate the air, 





























All   compressors   operate   in   a   specified   range   between 
something  called  surge and  choke.   If   the  pressure   just 
outside the compressor  inlet   is   lower than the pressure 
just inside the compressor inlet, it will prevent air from 








Combustion   is   achieved   by   mixing   fuel   (gas   and/or 
liquid) with air, and then igniting it. Fuel is first premixed 
with some of the high pressure air and injected into the 
air   stream  at   certain   speeds.  Old  gas   turbines  did  not 




generated).   This   combined   with   the   high   flame 
temperatures also generated high NOX emissions. 
CH 4AirH 2OCO2N 2
The   stoichiometric   chemical   reaction   for   combustion 
with CH4  and air, requires that the number of atoms on 












With   regards   to  combustor  design,   three  options   stand 
out; the annular, the can­type and the cannular combustor 
configurations.   For   aircraft   engines   the   annular 
combustor is used almost exclusively because of its low 
frontal area and weight for a given volume.[2]  Can­type 
and  cannular  combustors  are heavier  and  require more 
space,   but   this   is   not   necessarily   a   big   problem   for 
industrial applications. And since they consist of several 
similar cans, design only needs to focus on one can. This 
may   prove   economical   both   in   development   and 
maintenance.
Mats Leander Mathisen 8 University of Stavanger











As with  compressors,   there  are   two kinds  of   turbines; 
radial and axial turbines. Most gas turbines use the axial 
flow turbine.[1] 
A   turbine   converts   high   pressure   and   temperature   to 
mechanical energy. It is worth mentioning that because of 
the   high   temperatures,   turbine   blades   are   cooled   by 
ventilation  air  passing  over   the   turbine  disc   and  blade 
roots.  Small  cooling holes   inside   the  individual  blades 
may also provide protection from the high temperatures, 
and   they   make   turbine   blades   very   expensive   to 
manufacture.
The  axial   turbine   looks  much  like   the  opposite  of   the 
axial   compressor   (compare   illustrations   8   and   13).   It 
consists of one or more stages. One stage has a row of 
nozzle blades, and a row of rotor blades. Exhaust from 
the   combustion   chamber   is   accelerated   through   the 
nozzle   blades   and   the   extra   kinetic   energy   is   then 
converted to mechanical energy in the rotor blades.
Radial   turbines   look   very   similar   to   a   reversed 
compressor,  but  with nozzle  guide  vanes   replacing   the 
diffuser vanes. There might also be a diffuser at the outlet 






For utilizing  the mechanical  energy directly,  a  gearbox 




causing   damage   to   various   components.   It   also   helps 
prevent   fouling   (particles   gathering   inside   the   system, 
deteriorating components).







create  a  user   interface  so  the  engineer  can control   the 
entire machine.
Mats Leander Mathisen 9 University of Stavanger
Illustration  12:  Upper   left:  Annular   combustor.  The  combustion 
chamber wraps all the way around the rotating shaft connected to 
turbine and compressor. Lower right: Can­type combustor. Each 









The  Turbec   T100  CHP   is   a   100   kW  microturbine.   It 




the   only   difference   is   the   exhaust   gas   to   water   heat 
exchanger, providing a higher thermal efficiency. 
Auxiliary   systems   include   air   intake   and   ventilation 



































Gas  Centre,  Tananger  Norway,   is  being modeled.  This 
CHP unit is identical to the one described above, except 





by   several   different   kinds   of   sensor   technologies. 
Temperatures,   pressures,   mass   flows,   electric   power, 









For   temperature   measurements,   thermocouples   are 
widely  used.  An electrical  conductor   (usually  a  metal) 
subjected to a thermal gradient will generate a voltage. 
And   different   metals   subjected   to   the   same   thermal 
gradient  will   generate   different   voltages.   If   these   two 
metals are connected, the temperature can be calculated 




to   ambient   pressure.   The   variation   in   pressure   causes 
mechanical  deformation   in   the  metal,  which   alters   the 











The   idea   of   artificial   neural   networks   comes   from 
studying biological neural networks.
Looking at a neuron (a nerve cell) commonly found in 
the   human   brain,   it   consists   of   three   main   areas; 
dendrites,  soma  and  axon  (this  is not entirely accurate, 
seeing as how there are many different kinds of neurons, 
but for the sake of simplicity it will be sufficient). Soma 
is   the main body, which processes  information passing 




signals   (outputs)   to  other   cells.  A  connection  between 
one neuron and another is called a synapse. Now lets look 
at an artificial neuron.
Here we also find  three main areas:  Inputs,  processing 
unit, and output (again, it can be more complicated than 
this).  Connections  between  one  neuron   and  others   are 
called synaptic weights.













Illustration  16:  A biological  neural  network consisting  of   several 
interconnected neurons. This image is a theoretical representation 
of what a biological neural network might look like.





networks,   it   would   now   be   appropriate   to   focus 
specifically on the type of neural networks used to solve 
the   problem   explored   in   this   thesis.   These   are   the 




much   like   it   was  known  for   a   biological   neuron   to 
function. This amounted to a series of inputs which were 
either   1   (excitors)   or   ­1   (inhibitors).   Depending   on 
whether   the   sum   of   these   inputs   exceeded   a   certain 
threshold value, an output of either 1 or ­1 was activated. 
In   1949   Hebb   introduced   the   idea   that   connections 
between   neurons   (synapses)   could   be   strengthened   or 
weakened as neurons were or were not stimulating each 
other when they were active. From his theories came the 
idea   of   adjustable   synaptic   weights,   strengthening   or 








is   fed   into   the   transfer   function.  The   transfer   function 
then decides what the value of the output will be.
In  the first  perceptron,  the  transfer  function was  just  a 
threshold function. Judging by the value of the argument, 
s,   the   output,   y,   was   either   1,   or   ­1   (an   alternative 
threshold function could give an output of either 1 or 0).
These threshold functions have later been replaced with 
other   transfer   functions   which   are   continuously 


































Again,   the   argument,   s,   made   from   the   inputs   and 
synaptic weights, will be transformed into the output, y, 
by   the   transfer   function.   But   with   a   continuously 
differentiable transfer function, the output is no longer 1 
or ­1. It is now somewhere between 1 and ­1. And in the 
case   of   a   linear   transfer   function,   the   output   is   not 
constrained by these boundaries.
   1.3.3 Multilayer perceptron
A   single   perceptron   in   itself   does   not   have   any 
remarkable computational abilities. If one creates a layer 
of  neurons   in   a   feed   forward   artificial   neural   network 






in   the   output   layer.   This   layer   sends   out   the   network 
outputs.
Now, as can be seen on the right hand side of illustration 
21,   target  values  are  introduced.  During   training,   these 
target   values   (desired   outputs)   are   compared   to   the 





this   means   that   the   synaptic   weights   are   where   the 
network's memory is stored once it is trained.
A   multilayer   perceptron   like   this   can   in   theory 
approximate   any   nonlinear   (or   linear   for   that  matter) 
relationships  between n­dimensional   input  data  and  m­
dimensional  target data given that  the hidden layer has 
enough   neurons   (Hornik­Stinchcombe­White­Cybenko 
theorem).[8]
Adding a second hidden layer before the output layer can 














Consider   the   multilayer   perceptron   in   the   previous 
section.   There   are   inputs,   synaptic   weights,   layers   of 





Illustration  20:   Continuously   differentiable   transfer   functions. 




























closest   to   the   outputs   are   adjusted   first,   and   then   the 
synaptic  weights   connected   to   the   inputs   are   adjusted. 













function minimum,  there  is  a  chance one might  find a 





several   different  ways   to   do   just   this.  How   big   steps 
should each iteration take? Is there another direction than 
the steepest descent of the gradient that could be used? 
Should  the weights  be  adjusted  after   running all   input 




different   problems   may   require   different   training 
algorithms for optimal training of the network.





           whij k1=whijk −




















networks   created   for   the   problems   in   this   report.  The 
problems   were   attempted   solved   with   autoassociative 
neural networks, and these networks are used for function 




Given a set  of  two dimensional data,  one can draw an 
approximate continuous  best fit  line through it. As seen 
in   illustration  25,   this   best   fit   can   be  both   linear   and 
nonlinear.
When training a network, this is sometimes what we are 
after.   A   best   fit   between   the   input   and   output   data. 
Whether   this   is   a   two   dimensional   or   a   higher 
dimensional   dataset   does   not   matter,   but   a   two 
dimensional  dataset   is  easier   to  visualize.  Therefore,  a 




looking   for.   The   same   scenario   applies   to   higher 
dimensional   datasets,   although   that   would,   again,   be 
difficult to visualize.
Whether overfitting occurs or not is largely dependent on 
the   training   data   and   training   algorithm.   Avoiding 
overfitting is a result of the training algorithm being able 
to separate the relevant information from the noise found 

















This  means   converting   the   data   to  within   a   specified 
range (approximately between ­1 and 1 is the standard), 
which  makes   the   network   easier   to   train   because   the 
transfer functions are more susceptible to these values.
After the data has been randomized and normalized, it 
can   be   divided   into   three   parts;  training  set,  cross­
validation set and test set. Usually 60% ­ 70% of the data 


































through   a  bottleneck,   removing   redundant   information. 
When the data is reconstructed on the other side of the 
bottleneck,   it   cannot  be   completely   recovered,  because 
some   of   the   information   is   missing.   However,   if   the 
Mats Leander Mathisen 16 University of Stavanger
                                                                                                                  
Illustration  27:  An   example   of   how   data   is   randomized   before 
training. The table on the left is  in order, while the table on the 
right has been randomized.
Sample Input Target Sample Input Target
1 67 8 3 62 7
2 64 7 5 53 7
3 62 7 1 67 8
4 55 6 6 47 4
5 53 7 7 46 4
6 47 4 2 64 7
7 46 4 9 41 3
8 44 4 4 55 6













The   sensors   used   to   measure   temperatures,   pressure, 
mass flow, and other properties, in a gas turbine, will not 
be 100% accurate. To some extent there will be random 
noise,  and  the  idea  is   that   this  noise  follows a normal 
distribution.
Consider the illustration below. Given a large number of 










measured  (noisy)  values,  and  s  the  estimated  (filtered) 
values.    is a smoothing constant which is set betweenα  
0 and 1.
s0=x0
st= x t−11− st−1
As   shown   in   illustration   31,   the   algorithm   finds   an 
average which corresponds to the incoming data.
But   if   the   data   should   encounter   a   sharp   increase   or 
decrease in value, which could for example be a result of 
a   system malfunction  or   faulty   sensor,   the   exponential 
smoothing will not only smooth out the noise. It will also 
smooth out the shift in the data pattern. Whether this is 
acceptable   or   not   depends   on  what   tasks   the   filter   is 
expected to perform.
   1.4.2 AANN noise reduction[10]
Consider   the   network   described   in   section   1.3.9;   the 
autoassociative  neural  network.   If   the   input  parameters 





















parameters,   regardless   the   number   of   datapoints,   the 
covariance matrix will be a  nxn matrix. If an element in 
this  matrix  Rij  is   zero (or   statistically   indistinguishable 
from zero), then the parameters i and j are independent of 
each  other.  Rearranging  R  into   a  block  diagonal   form 
reveals   the   dependency   structure   between   parameters, 
and each square block of nonzero elements represents a 
set of mutually correlated variables. There is no benefit 
derived   from   introducing   two   independent   groups   of 
variables   into   a   single   autoassociative   neural   network, 
since no correlations will be found between them.
Another important factor in noise filtering is redundancy. 




An   ANN   can   also   provide   some   noise   reduction. 
However, the concept is a bit different from AANN. With 
an AANN parameters are put into the network and the 
same   parameters   come   out,   filtered.   With   an   ANN 
certain parameters are used as inputs, and these inputs are 




free,   simply   because   one   of   the   criterea   of   finding   a 




by   SimTech.   It   is   a   software   package   which   uses 
thermodynamic   tables   and   equations   to   create   system 
models. Several components can be linked together (like 
for example  the components of a gas  turbine),  and  the 
program  will   calculate   the   different   parameter   values 
inside the system. Just like an engineer could do by hand 




on  a   flow sheet,   and  certain  design  characteristics  are 
specified for  all  of   them individually.  The components 
are then linked together.
After   specifying   the   initial   conditions   of   the  working 
fluid (or working fluids), the program calculates the state 
of the working fluid in every part of the system. To find 
out  how a   small  change   in  one  of   the  components  or 
initial   conditions   then   influences   the   calculations,   the 
designer only needs to change said conditions.
   1.5.2 Shortcomings of the IPSEpro model















AANN. Most  of   these  MATLAB commands  are   listed 
with descriptions in Appendix II for easy reference.
Next   is   another   theoretical   AANN   example,   before 
testing  methods   used   on   the   IPSEpro   dataset   and   the 
Turbec dataset  are described.  The methods used  in  the 
various cases are similar to each other. Therefore, instead 
of   repeating   these   several   times,   the   later  parts  of   the 






As   an   introduction   to   noise   filtering   using   AANN, 
example   datasets   were   created   and   used   to   make 
networks.   This   was   done   for   the   author   to   become 
familiar with AANN in practice, and is written out here 






Generating   the   datasets   for   this   example   is   simple   in 
MATLAB.   The   following   code   gives   numeric   values 
corresponding to the equations above.
x = -2:0.01:2; 
y = x.*x + exp(x); 
Adding white noise to each individual parameter is then 
done using the following commands.
xN = x + 0.05*randn(size(x)); 
yN = y + 0.05*randn(size(y)); 
This   adds   random  (gaussian)   noise   to   each  parameter. 
Here,   size(x)   is   used   to   tell   the  randn  command  how 
many sample points the vector  x  has, while 0.05 affects 
the size of the variance in the noise. Measurement noise 
in  a   sensor   found  inside   a  gas   turbine   system will   be 





shuffle = randperm(length(x)); 
p_input = [xN(shuffle); yN(shuffle)]; 
[p_inputn,ps] = mapminmax(p_input,-0.8,0.8); 



















the   file  makebottle.m   this  way  will   create   a   2:6:1:6:2 
autoassociative neural network named net. The number 2 
in   both   input   and   output   comes   from   the  p_inputn' 
matrix,   which   contains   our   dataset.   The   number   of 






There   is   a   tool   in  MATLAB   called  nntool  (a   more 
detailed description of   the  nntool  has been included in 
Appendix   III   of   this   report).  It   is   activated  by   typing 
nntool  in   the  command  line.   Input  data,  desired   target 
data (same as input data), and the network created with 
the   makebottle   function   should   be   imported   into   the 
nntool.
When   this   is   done,   open   the   imported  network   inside 
nntool,   and   reinitialize   the   weights.   This   gives   each 









While   a   network   is   being   trained,   MATLAB 
automatically generates a performance curve, regression 
curve,   gradient   curve,   and   a   cross­validation   error 
diagram.  These   can   be   useful   to   examine   in   order   to 
determine whether the network has been properly trained.
If   these   plots   are   acceptable,   the   network   may   be 
exported   to   the   working   directory   in   MATLAB   for 
















The   performance   curve   looks   good.   Training,   cross­
validation and test sets are not deviating from each other 
to   any   serious   extent.   Although   more   training   could 
probably continue   in  order   to  lower  the  MSE,  training 
here stopped after 294 iterations because there were 20 
consecutive   cross­validation   errors.   It   could   be 
interesting to set   the cross­validation error  limit  higher 
and achieve a lower MSE, but that could also make the 
network more susceptible to overfitting. Ultimately it is 
up   to   the   designer   to   make   a   decision,   but   for   this 
example the current training will be deemed sufficient.
Next is the regression plot in illustration 35. It also looks 
good,   to   some   extent.   All   three   sets   fall   almost 
completely parallel to the target, but the cross­validation 








finding  the  best   fit.  This  graph  indicates  how close   to 

















x_new = x + 0.05*randn(size(x)); 
y_new = y + 0.05*randn(size(y)); 




to filter  this noise through simulation. It   is  normalized 
because the network was trained with normalized data, 
and will therefore not work with data that has not been 









a_simn = sim(net,p_newn); 
a_sim = mapminmax('reverse',a_simn,ps); 





N_diff = p_new - clean_data; 
a_diff = a_sim - clean_data;
These   differences   are   then   plotted   together,   giving   an 













desired,  and has  therefore not been able  to discard  the 
noise factor as irrelevant to training.
On the other hand, a plot of the filtered x and y values 
together  gives   an   interesting   result.  The   filtered   curve 
shown in illustration 38 is far less noisy than the curve 
shown in illustration 33.
Regardless,   the   results   will   be   interpreted   later.   The 









The   dataset   was   created   in   MATLAB   by   using   the 
following commands.
[x,y] = meshgrid(-2:0.1:2,-2:0.1:2); 
z = x.*x + x.*exp(y);
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Illustration 37: The unfiltered noisy data compared to the filtered 
(simulated)  data,  plotted   for  both  parameters.  This   is   from  the 
2:5:10:1:10:5:2 network.
Illustration  38:   The   x   and   y   parameters   plotted   together   after 
running them through the 2:5:10:1:10:5:2 network.
Illustration  39:  An example  of  a   system of   three   interdependent 
parameters. This is the clean dataset with no noise added to it.
Noise filtering from a nonlinear system by using AANN
Noise   was   added   with   the  randn  command,   and 
preprocessing was done in a similar way as to the first 
example.   This   means   the   data   was   randomized   and 
normalized before training.
















input   parameters,   and   eight   output   parameters.   There 
were 13578 sample points taken for each parameter.
   2.3.1 Clean data




range,   while   others   almost   do   not   change   at   all. 
Temperature out of the compressor varies over a range of 
131.56   Kelvin   with   varying   ambient   temperature   and 
humidity.  As  expected,   this  has  a  noticeable  effect  on 
generator power and shaft power to the compressor.
Another aspect of the dataset which was subject to initial 




Parameter 9, pressure out of  the turbine,  appears  to be 
independent of the other parameters (from table 2 it can 
also be seen that it is actually constant), and can therefore 







Parameter MIN MAX RANGE
 Ambient Pressure [bar] 0.9750 1.0400 0.0650
­15.0000 25.0000 40.0000
 Ambient Humidity [%] 35.0000 90.0000 55.0000
 Mass Flow out Comp. [kg/s] 1.9980 1.9989 0.0009
 Pressure out Comp. [bar] 4.3875 4.6800 0.2925
118.7315 250.2866 131.5551
 Mass Flow Fuel [kg/s] 0.0173 0.0179 0.0007
629.1326 641.8474 12.7148
 Pressure out Turbine [bar] 1.0140 1.0140 0.0000
 Generator Power [kW] 70.9793 151.6751 80.6958








1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 X X X 0 X 0 0 X 0 X X
2 X X X X X X X X 0 X X
3 X X X X X X X X 0 X X
4 0 X X 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 X
5 X X X 0 X X X 0 0 X X
6 0 X X X X X X X 0 X X
7 0 X X 0 0 X 0 X 0 X X
8 X X X X X X X X 0 X X
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 X X X 0 X X X X 0 X X
















As   with   the   dataset   in   the   AANN   example   at   the 
beginning of this chapter, white noise was also added to 
each   individual   parameter   in   the   dataset   created  with 
IPSEpro.   Thus   simulating   the  measurement   noise   that 
comes  with   the   sensors   in   a   real   gas   turbine.   These 
parameters however will not have the same level of noise. 
Different parameters are measured with different types of 
sensors,  which   again   are   subject   to  different   levels   of 
accuracy. The table below shows the noise values used.
The data  collected   from the   real  Turbec  T100 CHP at 










These  noisy data  were  collected   in  a  10x13578 matrix 
(pressure out of turbine excluded) called p_input_noise, 
before they were randomized and normalized for training.
    shuffle = randperm(13578);
    p_input_noise = [p_input1(shuffle); p_input2(shuffle);  . . . 
    p_input10(shuffle)]; 
    [p_inputn,ps] = mapminmax(p_input_noise,-0.8,0.8); 
p_inputn  was   then   used   to   both   build   and   train   the 







the  last  parameter,  pressure out  of   the  turbine,  did not 








Two   of   the   networks   that   were   tested   had   two   extra 
hidden   layers,   to   see   if   such   an   architecture   would 
produce any different results than the three hidden layer 
networks (see section 1.3.3).
Networks  were   trained   for   2000   iterations  with   cross­
validation error limits set to 200. 







scenarios   are   taking   place,   and   it   might   also   be 
interesting to see how a dataset containing outliers affect 
the noise reduction provided by an AANN.
This   could   be   done   by   simply   replacing   random 
measurements in the dataset used to train the AANN with 
outliers,   and   then   run a   simulation of   the  new dataset 
through the already trained AANN.
Mats Leander Mathisen 24 University of Stavanger
















Measurements   from  the Turbec  T100 CHP at  Risavika 










    shuffle = randperm(7054);
    p_input = [p_input1(shuffle); p_input2(shuffle);  . . . 
    p_input10(shuffle)]; 













with cross­validation error  limits set   to 50. Again,   this 
method is described in detail in Appendix III.
After   training,   the  original  dataset  was put   into a  new 
matrix,  p_new, which was then normalized and filtered 
through the networks using these commands.
    [p_newn,ps] = mapminmax(p_new,-0.8,0.8); 
    an = sim(net,p_newn); 
    a = mapminmax('reverse',an,ps);













Whether   the   original   data   here   varies   because   of 
measurement   noise   or   simply   because   the   gas   turbine 
continually   adjusts   itself   to   keep   the   power   output 
constant, is of course important to consider.
Mats Leander Mathisen 25 University of Stavanger































taking into account   that  eight  of  the parameters   in  the 
IPSEpro   dataset  were   calculated,  while   three   of   them 
were   inputs   (see   table   1).   For   this   reason,   one   could 





One network would  then consist  of   inputs,  one hidden 





compressor   parameter,   a   network   was   trained   with 
p_input as inputs, and mass flow out compressor as the 







was done for  eleven networks,  one for  each parameter. 
With   this   configuration,   filtering   mass   flow   out 
compressor  meant   that   the   other   ten   parameters  were 
used as inputs, while mass flow out compressor was the 
target value. The architecture would then be 10:15:1 (the 










Instead   of   the   AANN   architecture,   with   two   hidden 
layers,  one bottleneck layer  and one output  layer,   there 
was   only   one   hidden   layer   and   one   output   layer.  The 
author  made   this   by   configuring   the  makebottle   code 
seen in Appendix II, but there are easier ways this simple 




Using   the  nntool,   each   network   (one   for   each   output 












the   single   output   in   its   own  network).  All   parameters 





Again,   the  nntool  was used.  Networks were trained for 
1000 iterations with cross­validation error limits of 20.



























From   the   plots   of   filtered   and   noisy   data,   the 
2:5:10:1:10:5:2 network was deemed the best network. It 
gave the plots already shown in illustration 37. As was 




there   is   indeed   noise   reduction.   If   it   is   difficult   to 
distinguish   the   two   plots   from   each   other   in   this 
illustration,   it   is  basically illustration 38 laid  on top of 
illustration 33.
For this dataset, two extra hidden layers in the network 










































three   parameters   in   illustration   42.  But   if   the   filtered 
values are plotted together in a surface plot, also in this 
example there is some noise reduction on a system level. 
It   is  not  so easy  to see here in  illustration 43,  but   the 
surface has been smoothed out with the filtered data.
Networks with only one neuron in the bottleneck layer 
produced   noticeably  worse   results   than   networks  with 
two neurons in the bottleneck layer.
Also   for   this   dataset,   two   extra   hidden   layers   in   the 















Noise   reduction   was   achieved   on   six   of   eleven 
parameters.  That  includes  the parameter excluded from 
most of the networks trained; pressure out of turbine. The 
three   parameters   where   there  was   no   noise   reduction 
were ambient  humidity,   temperature out  of  compressor 
and temperature out of turbine.
Five  hidden   layers   in   the  AANN did  not  produce   any 
better results than three hidden layers did with regards to 
noise reduction.
The   10:12:5:12:10   network   produced   the   best   noise 
reduction for those parameters where noise reduction was 
achieved.
The   11:20:3:20:11   network   produced   good   noise 
reduction   for   the   previously   excluded   pressure   out   of 
turbine   parameter.  Other   than   that   it   did   not   produce 
results much different from the 10:12:5:12:10 network.
Networks  with   a   bottleneck   layer   of   size   3   generally 
produced better results. This can be illustrated by a good 
example   of  overfitting   in   illustrations  44   and   45.  The 
second plot,  where   the  bottleneck   layer  has  5  neurons 
instead of 3, is overtrained. 
In  order   to   rule  out   that   the  best  network  architecture 
(10:12:5:12:10) was not also subject to some overfitting, 



























   3.2.2 Level of noise reduction The   seven   parameters   on   which   noise   reduction   was 
achieved   in   the   10:12:5:12:10   network,   had   different 




lists   the   range   of   each   parameter,   it   can   be   seen   that 











































Here   are   presented   some   results   from  using  ANN  for 
noise   filtering.  They   are   not   as   extensive   as  with   the 
AANN,  but   show  that  ANN also  does  work  on   some 
parameters.
   3.4.1 Results for all parameters
Only   three   of   the   output   parameters   achieved   noise 
reduction  by  use  of  ANN.  Mass   flow out  compressor, 
mass   flow fuel  and  pressure  out  of   turbine.  The same 
ones  that  achieved high  level  of  noise  reduction  in the 
AANN   noise   filter.   None   of   the   other   parameters 
achieved noise reduction by use of the ANN, and this is 
true for all three network architectures.
Network   10:15:1  might   arguably   be   the   best   network 
architecture. This because the 3:5:1 and 3:8:1 networks 




Illustration  47:  Gas  pressure  measurements   filtered  through   the 
10:12:3:12:10 network. Simulated data is filtered data.
Table   10:  Mean   square   error   and   number   of 











Illustration  48:  Generator  power  measurements   filtered   through 
the 10:15:1 network. Simulated data means filtered data.
Illustration  49:  Generator  power  measurements   filtered   through 
the 3:5:1 network. Simulated data means filtered data.
Noise filtering from a nonlinear system by using AANN























completely   accurate   model.   Thermodynamic   tables, 
theoretical equations and a simplified model will deviate 
from reality.
Further,   the  author   should  emphasize   that  he  does  not 
know exactly how the mathematics behind the training of 
neural networks by use of the scaled conjugate gradient 





sensor   measurements   from   the   Turbec   could   be 
considered noise,  as opposed to the gas turbine merely 







Another  problem that  should be mentioned  is  how the 
sensors inside a gas turbine will inevitably degrade over 














Such   correlations   could   be   ensured   by   for   example 
theoretical thermodynamic equations.
Redundancy  also seems  to  play a  role.  Looking at   the 




Regarding   the  results  gotten  from the   tests   run  on   the 
Turbec measurement data, the author feels they should all 
be discarded. This simply because the data used in the 




individual sensors  in a gas turbine (at   least  against  the 
methodology used   in   this   thesis).  While   the  individual 
parameters achieved no noise reduction, the system itself 
(consisting  of   all   parameters  put   together)  did   achieve 




apply   to   a   system  which   consists   of  more   than   three 
parameters,  but   it   is   (as  far  as   the author can see)  not 












is   not   unreasonable   to   assume   some   level   of   noise 














































































































[2] P.P.   Walsh,   P.   Fletcher,  Gas   Turbine  
Performance, 2nd edition, Blackwell Publishing, 
2004







































An   example   of   backpropagation   calculation   was   here 
constructed to provide a more in depth understanding of 









y0=[b y10 y20 ]
The  goal   is   to   update   the   network  weights,   using   the 
backpropagation algorithm from section 1.3.5.
     whij k1=whijk −
∂ g jk 
∂whijk 
      (I.1)
whij(k)   is   a   weight   connected   to   two   neurons:   the   ith 
neuron   in   the   jth  layer,   and   the hth  neuron  in   the   layer 
before the jth layer (see the illustration above). In this case 
the hidden layer (which has 3 neurons) is the 1st layer, and 






































tanh a1=[ y11 y21 y31 ]
y1=[ b y11 y21 y31 ]
    y1=[
1.000 −0.485 0.197 −0.996
1.000 −0.746 0.715 −0.999
1.000 −0.941 0.984 −0.999
1.000 −0.989 0.999 −1.000
1.000 −0.995 0.999 −1.000
1.000 −0.999 1.000 −1.000
1.000 −0.999 1.000 −1.000
1.000 −0.999 1.000 −1.000






































   e ij=yhjk [whij k1−whij k ]     (I.3B)
Outputs   for   the   jth  layer   are   calculated   by   putting   the 
arguments for the jth layer into the transfer function, f. In 
our   example,  f  is  tanh  for   the   1st  (hidden)   layer,   and 
purelin for the 2nd (output) layer.
yhj= f aij      (I.4)
Arguments for the jth layer are (remember bij = 1):
       a ij=b ijw0ij∑
h
w hij yh  j−1     (I.5)
And so, finally an expression for the gradient of weight 




















































































been made here in  order   to make it  usable  for  AANN 
noise reduction. This was used on the R2008a version of 
MATLAB.
    function net=makebottle(X,v) 
    %FUNCTION NET=MAKEBOTTLE(X,V) 
    %Returns a bottleneck network ready for initialization 
    %and training. This constructs it in the standard approach, 
    %where the network has 5 layers, 
    % 
    %input-mapping-bottleneck-demapping-output 
    % 
    %The input: 
    %X=data set.  Input as number of points x dimension 
    %v=vector of 2 numbers for the sizes of the encoding and      
    %bottleneck layers. 
    % 
    %EXAMPLE: Data set X is three dimensions, use 2 nodes in
    %the bottleneck layer, and 5 nodes in the other two hidden    
    %layers so the ending network is 3-5-2-5-3 
    % 
    %net=makebottle(X,[5,2]); 
    net=network; 
    net.numInputs= 1; 
    net.numLayers= 4; 
    net.biasConnect= [1;1;1;1]; 
    net.inputConnect(1)= 1; 
    net.layerConnect(2,1)= 1; 
    net.layerConnect(3,2)= 1; 
    net.layerConnect(4,3)= 1; 
    net.outputConnect(4)= 1; 
    [numpts,dim]= size(X); 
    M= minmax(X'); 
    net.inputs{1}.size= dim; 
    net.inputs{1}.range= M; 
Mats Leander Mathisen 38 University of Stavanger
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    net.layers{1}.size= v(1); 
    net.layers{3}.size= v(1); 
    net.layers{1}.transferFcn= 'tansig'; 
    net.layers{3}.transferFcn= 'tansig'; 
    net.layers{2}.size= v(2); 
    net.layers{2}.transferFcn= 'tansig'; 
    net.layers{4}.size= dim; 
    net.layers{4}.transferFcn= 'purelin'; 
    net.layers{1}.initFcn= 'initnw'; 
    net.layers{2}.initFcn= 'initnw'; 
    net.layers{3}.initFcn= 'initnw'; 
    net.layers{4}.initFcn= 'initnw'; 
    %Initialize the functions for the network 
    net.initFcn= 'initlay'; 
    net.performFcn= 'mse'; 
    net.trainFcn= 'trainscg'; 
    net.gradientFcn = 'calcgrad'; 
    net.plotFcns = {'plotperform','plotregression','plottrainstate'}; 
    net.divideFcn = 'divideblock'; 









numbers   between  ±  ∞,   can   be   converted   so   that   the 
numbers range between ± 1.




X = mapminmax('reverse', Xn, ps);
Here  ps  must   be   the   same   as   it   was   for   the   initial 
normalization 
white   noise  –   Random   gaussian   numbers   can   be 
generated with the  randn command. White noise can be 
added to the vector x with a chosen size of the noise.
x_noise = x + 0.5*randn(size(x));









used   for   training   the   artificial   neural   networks   in   this 
thesis.   It   is  meant   to   help   people  who  have   not   used 
neural   networks   before,   and   also   serve   as   a   reference 
should the author ever need to use neural networks in his 
future work.
To   open   the  nntool,   type   nntool   in   the   MATLAB 
command line. The following GUI should appear.
Press   the  import  button,   and   import   the   network   (the 
author created this with the makebottle function before 
calling   the  nntool),   as   well   as   the   input   and   output 





After   both   inputs,   outputs   and   network   have   been 
imported, select the network and press the Open... button.
This will open a new GUI for the network. The first thing 
to do here  is   to open the  Reinitialize Weights  tab,  and 
there  pressing  the  initialize weights  button.  This   resets 
the weights  to random values  before  training, which is 
important in order to avoid the training algorithm getting 
stuck in a local minimum. Notice also that one can look 







iterations   the   training   algorithm   should   do   before 
stopping.  The   number   of  max_fail   decides   how  many 
cross­validation   deviations   the   training   algorithm  will 
accept before stopping training. After setting the desired 
training parameters, press the Train Network button.
A   new   window   will   show   up   (unless   you   altered 
showWindow = false in the training parameters). Here the 
training   process   can   be  monitored.   One   progress   bar 
counts down the number of iterations, another shows the 
size   of   the   MSE   (called   Performance   here,   but 
Performance could mean something else if a performance 
criterion different from MSE has been selected). There is 
also   a   bar   that   shows   the   number   of   cross­validation 
deviations. After training is finished (or during for that 
matter),   plots   can  be  made  of   the  performance   curve, 
regression   curve   and   training   state,   by   pressing   the 
















Ambient   pressure   filtered   through   10:12:5:12:10   network. 
Simulated data means filtered data.
Ambient   temperature   filtered   through   10:12:5:12:10   network. 
Simulated data means filtered data.






Pressure  out  compressor   filtered  through  10:12:5:12:10  network. 
Simulated data means filtered data.




Generator   power   filtered   through   10:12:5:12:10   network. 
Simulated data means filtered data.
Shaft   power   compressor   filtered   through  10:12:5:12:10   network. 
Simulated data means filtered data.
Temperature out   turbine filtered  through 10:12:5:12:10 network. 
Simulated data means filtered data.
